Introducing...
The T&S Solution To Add-On Accessory Tees in the Kitchen

Need an additional water source from your EasyInstall T&S pre-rinse unit or mixing faucet? Finding it hard to install? The T&S solution – a B-TEE-RGD designed for use with T&S pre-rinses, or B-TEE-EZK, designed for use with T&S mixing faucets.

Tee Application
Tees on pre-rinse units and mixing faucets are used to supply water to accessory applications such as chemical injectors (for cleaning jobs, etc.). They are not intended to introduce chemicals into the T&S pre-rinse unit or mixing faucet. A backflow prevention device should be installed if not included with the accessory device.

T&S Pre-Rinse Tee Models
We have four new T&S pre-rinse models which include a B-TEE-RGD:

- B-0113-A12B-TEE PRU, 12" add-on faucet, wall bracket, rigid tee
- B-0113-B-TEE PRU, wall bracket and rigid tee
- B-0133-A12B-TEE PRU, 12" add-on faucet, wall bracket, rigid tee
- B-0133-B-TEE PRU, wall bracket and rigid tee

The B-TEE-RGD can be easily retrofitted to an existing T&S pre-rinse, ordered separately or used to modify a new pre-rinse unit. Ex.: “B-0123-B modified with a B-TEE-RGD.”

T&S Mixing Faucet Tees
The B-TEE-EZK can be easily retrofitted to an existing T&S mixing faucet, ordered separately or used to modify a new faucet. Ex.: “B-0230 modified with a B-TEE-EZK.”

T&S Tee Features
- Chrome plated brass
- Low-lead compliant (AB1953)
- Easy installed on an existing T&S pre-rinse unit and mixing faucet

* PLEASE NOTE: Adding a non-T&S Tee voids the T&S warranty on your pre-rinse unit or mixing faucet.